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PERMISSION
A young man must fight for permission
to break free from society’s expectations,
and in his quest
for a life beyond the norm, discovers
his true calling,
his true love,
and a supply of unlimited wine.

The Inspiration
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Have you ever had the obsession to do something that
no one else has ever done?
Think about it. What possessed Christopher Columbus
to sail across an ocean that everyone else thought he’d
fall off of?! Why did Benjamin Franklin tie a key to a
kite? Who looked at a lobster and thought ‘gee, let’s
cook it and eat it!’
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Who was that first ape to stand up on two legs?
The evolution of man has long depended upon
individuals who
have taken risks to
explore, invent,
push, and obsess.
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The Story
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Permission is about a practical but restless young NYC
businessman who becomes obsessed with a recurring absurd dream - a
Gong atop an icy mountain, calling the young man to ring it. The vision
pervades and begins to destroy his life.
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Circumstances unite him with a young woman who also, as it turns
out, is obsessed with that same vision. But she is an idealist, and she
decides to pursue the dream.
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He realizes he is desperately in love with her, so he follows her.
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The young man closes his office. He takes an inspiring plane ride to
Europe, visits countless cafes and towns and villages, and then he
discovers a path lit by the moon that brings him to a cabin in the middle
of nowhere.
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A psychological battle ensues in the form of a
fantastic comedic hallucinogenic dream, leaving
him determined with the new strength of fiery
desire.
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He climbs a steep mountain. At the top, he finds the girl, freezing, and
he sees the Gong , which to his great surprise really does exist. He
warms the girl, then struggles to lift the half-buried ice-laden mallet.
When he finally strikes the Gong the huge sound echoes through the
mountains, and the vibrations cause an avalanche of snow to fall onto a
century old dried up field below. The snows melt and a rich soil is
produced which yields a grape crop unlike any other.
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The young man becomes a local hero for saving the
nearby town with a new water supply.
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He marries the girl, and the two live out their lives
happily ever after as world class vintners amidst an
endless supply of the finest wines.
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